Intelligence Support Systems for Lawful Interception,
Criminal Investigations and Intelligence Gathering

2009 Lead Sponsor
The ETI Group is a leading global provider of integrated Lawful Interception solutions
for law enforcement and telecom/internet service providers. The ETI group specializes in
Lawful Interception and Data Retention solutions that provide future proof and scalable
platforms for acquiring information from multiple sources and ensure compliance with
national and international standards and regulations. www.etiglobal.net

2009 Associate Lead Sponsors
NiceTrack products and solutions cover the full spectrum of the telecom intelligence
process from interception and monitoring, to processing, analysis and dissemination of
telecom interactions for both telephony and internet data. The NiceTrack product line
includes the widest range of Interception and Mediation solutions; data centric and target
centric Monitoring Centers; Traffic Analysis solutions and Location Tracking
Solutions.www.nice.com
SAP Government Support & Services provides a comprehensive range of SAP enterprise
software applications including SAP BusinessObjects and Inxight products to help the
analysts of the Intelligence Community provide timely, accurate, objective and relevant
intelligence. SAP GSS is a FOCI-mitigated entity that can serve our customers' most
sensitive security requirements. www.sap.com
TM

Spectronic Systems is an independent and 100% privately owned company working
exclusively with governments and government approved agencies. The Spectronic
Systems activities include development and manufacturing of monitoring systems and
monitoring centres handling telephony, internet/IP, fax and modem traffic for
intelligence and law enforcement agencies. Spectronic Systems also develops
intelligence systems and solutions which are designed to handle - i.e. retrieve, collect,
decode, store and present - bulk data. These solutions can act as data retention systems
and/or as an intelligence platform for bulk monitoring of SMS, MMS, e-mails or other
means of data communication. www.spectronic-systems.com
SS8 is a leader in communications intercept and a worldwide provider of regulatory
compliant, electronic intercept and surveillance solutions. Headquartered in the heart of
the Silicon Valley in Milpitas, California, SS8 has a global reach and is an independent
provider of regulatory-compliant electronic surveillance solutions that have been
deployed in over 25 countries for the largest wire-line, wireless, cable, VoIP and satellite

service providers. These voice and data installations can intercept more than 100 million
subscribers, and serve local, regional and national law enforcement and intelligence
agencies worldwide. SS8 products are sold and supported both directly and through
OEM partnerships. www.ss8.com
Telesoft Technologies products allow intelligence agencies, system integrators and
service providers to extract information from fixed, 2/3G mobile and packet networks.
Our universal passive probes extract call content, signalling and location information for
use by monitoring applications. Over 250 operators in more than 100 countries use our
equipment ensuring wide protocol compatibility and seamless connection of your
applications to real world systems. www.telesoft-technologies.com.
TruePosition is the world's leading provider of location determination and intelligence
solutions for the safety and national security markets. TruePosition provides highaccuracy location information for any phone in any environment, offering insightful
intelligence and delivering powerful solutions that enable private enterprises and
government agencies to protect people, combat crime, and save lives like never
before. www.trueposition.com
Verint's solutions help communications service providers, law enforcement, national
security, and intelligence agencies neutralize threats from criminals and terrorists. The
company's systems generate actionable intelligence through the collection, retention and
analysis of voice, fax, video, email, Internet and data transmissions from multiple
communications networks. Solutions are designed for compliance with ETSI, CALEA
and other regional lawful interception regulations and standards.
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